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With the onset of the pandemic, carmakers like General Motors, Ford Motor and Volkswagen were forced to 
temporarily shut down production lines. Anticipating a market slowdown that would last some months, they 
cancelled orders for chips used in vehicle electronics systems like driver assistance and navigation control. 
Chip foundries like Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corp (TSMC) reassigned their spare production 
capacity for the remainder of that year to companies making smartphones, laptops and gaming devices, which 
were experiencing a surge in demand during the pandemic.  

Unfortunately, auto manufacturers had incorrectly predicted the demand, only later realizing that people 
wanted more autos, not fewer. However, the supply of chips cannot be turned on and off instantly. 
Multibillion-dollar wafer fabrication plants are finely tuned and run 24/7, 365 days a year. Changing the 
production line for a new chip product can take weeks, if not months, and adding significant new wafer 
fabrication capacity can even take years and billions of dollars. 

When car sales bounced back faster than expected in the third quarter last year and carmakers tried to 
ramp up production again, chip factories could not respond fast enough given the long lead times needed 
to schedule orders. By that time, there were no chips available for the auto industry. 

This sent semiconductor supply into a downward spiral, creating a shortfall in the tiny electronics across a wide 
swath of industries. This shortage was exacerbated by “double booking” from chip buyers anxious to secure 
inventory, which itself was a consequence of supply chain uncertainty created by the US-China tech war. 
Added to the above were minor but accretive issues such as disruptions to chip plants following severe winter 
weather in Texas, fire at a Renesas chip fab in Japan in March, cobalt supply disruptions, etc. making the 
shortage a huge crippling factor.  
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Figure 1 

To better understand the trend in sentiment on an industry and company level, the Bitvore Cellenus® product 
was used to identify business sentiment from news flow and other sources of unstructured data. We prepared 
a portfolio of marquee players in the Semiconductors industry.  

Fig 1 tracks sentiment scores for the selected Semis portfolio in the last year and has been segregated 
for APAC and US companies. As one could have predicted, the sentiment scores fell sharply, once in 
August 2020 to September 2020, when the US tightened trade restrictions on China, especially blacklisting 
Chinese networking giant Huawei. The drop in sentiment for APAC companies was sharper than it was for 
US companies. The second nosedive started in Q4 2020 (around mid-October 2020) and continued till 
mid-January 2021. Here again, APAC saw a sharper plunge, when compared to US. The correlating 
heatmap chart illustrates the flow of news for APAC companies since June 2020—notice the news flow was 
predominately focused on Product and Patents. This can be verified from the fact that APAC companies had 
been struggling since they could not continue producing the cutting-edge chips, since IP was held in US. 



The automotive industry has been forced to deal with these limitations and shortages. In April 2021, both 
Ford and General Motors said they would be shutting down production at several North American production 
facilities due to a lack of semiconductor chips. The shortage has also hit every other automaker, with some 
non-US manufacturers announcing production cuts, including Honda, Toyota, and Volkswagen. In Fig 2, 
where we have shown a 15-day rolling average of sentiment scores in the Semi and EV manufacturing 
industries, one can easily identify that the ups and downs in both the lines, are somewhat in tandem.  
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Figure 2 



But could we use DATA to identify a lag between sentiment values of Semiconductor and EV portfolios? 
Using Bitvore Cellenus® product, we created portfolios of semiconductor and EV companies and tracked 
sentiment values.  

Fig 3: The first visible trough in the semiconductor portfolio’s sentiment line appears around January 20th 

(s1), and that for the EV portfolio appears around February 10th (e1), which is after a lag of ~30 days. The 
first peak for semiconductor’s (s2) appears around first week of February, and that for EV’s (e2) is after a delay 
of ~40 days. A similar trough to peak movement is visible later in the chart (s3 to s4 for semiconductors’, and 
e3 to e4 for EVs). The lag here from s3 to e3 (~ 1 week) is shorter than the lag from Semi’s peak to EV’s peak 
(s4 to e4 = 2-3 weeks).  
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Figure 3   



Likewise, in Fig 4, where we have similar chart, but for Semiconductor Manufacturing and EV Manufacturing 
companies, the two troughs (s5 and e5) seem to follow a 5-6 week lag. And the peaks (s6 and e6), again show 
a lag (~2 weeks), but a shorter one.  
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Figure 4 

Given that the sentiment trends above were recorded during tumultuous times (i.e. COVID-19 pandemic, 
U.S. China trade restrictions), it is interesting to see how sentiment in the semiconductor industry affects 
the EV industry and to what degree. Will the EV industry become increasingly dependent on the semiconductor 
industry in the near term? It certainly appears so. Does the DATA suggest that Semiconductor sentiment is a 
LEADING indicator for EV sentiment? Yes, the EV sentiment appears to be affected by Semiconductor 
sentiment, highlighting the enormous potential of Bitvore’s data sets in converting unstructured data to 
actionable leading indicators of company, industry and market performance.  
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Bitvore provides unprecedented business insights from unstructured data. Our products are deployed in over 
seventy of the world's largest financial institutions, allowing them to make faster and more effective decisions 
so they outperform the competition.
Our flagship product, Bitvore Cellenus is a groundbreaking AI-powered platform that delivers leading indicators 
of business performance for companies, industries, markets and municipal obligors. Bitvore Cellenus ingests 
massive amounts of unstructured data (including news, press releases, SEC filings/proxy statements,
earnings call transcripts and more) and uses advanced NLP and machine learning to provide material events, 
trended sentiment, growth and risk scoring, as well as comparative/predictive analytics to drive better
business outcomes.
Consumable through file downloads, a comprehensive API and research user interfaces, Bitvore Cellenus 
provides customers with the “crystal ball” needed to identify emerging risk and opportunity.


